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Features 

� Compatible with USR-BLE100’s function and encapsulation. 

� Support BLE 4.2 protocol and backward-compatible with earlier versions. 

� Support low power consumption broadcast mode with average current 800uA and Hibernate mode with 

average current 500nA. Support various waking up ways. 

� Support fast switch between master mode and slave mode. 

� Support serial AT command mode and transparent transmission AT command mode. 

� Support one-to-many broadcast mode and iBeacon protocol. 

� Support Mesh networking mode. 

� Support modifying 128bit format UUID.     
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1. Get Start 

1.1. Application Diagram 

 

Figure 1 Application diagram 

1.2. Hardware 

1.2.1. LED 

WH-BLE102 has one LED and LED has different status according to module status. 

Module status LED status 

Searching in master mode Blink three times every second 

Broadcasting in slave mode Blink once every second 

Connection established Light 

Low-power mode Off 

Figure 2 LED 

Note: LED will take effect in low level status, so the ‘Light’ status means LED pin status is in low level. 

1.2.2. Dimension 

 

Figure 3 Dimension 
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2. Product Functions 

2.1. Work mode 

WH-BLE102 supports four work modes: 

� Master mode 

� Slave mode 

� Broadcast mode 

� Mesh networking mode  

 

Note: Default work mode is slave mode and user can search the module by master device. 

2.1.1. Master mode 

WH-BLE102 supports master mode module can connect to one slave device. In this mode, module can search 

surrounding devices and choose slave device to connect. In this mode, user can also set MAC address of slave 

device and module will search and connect to this slave device after powering. 

 

Figure 4 Master mode 

Note: Generally, user needs to connect our company master device to our company salve device to do one-to-one 

data transmission. And if user wants to connect to other company slave device, user needs to know the UUID of 

this device and configure UUID of our company mater device(Only support 128bit format and only same 

configuration can realize data transmission). 

 

Current firmware versions only support modifying 128bit format UUID and user can contact our technical 

support engineer for firmware customization if user needs to modify 16bit or 32bit format UUID. 

2.1.2. Slave mode 

WH-BLE102 supports slave mode. This mode fully conforms to BLE 4.2 protocol and is fully compatible with BLE 

4.0 protocol, user can develop APP according to protocol. In this mode, module has a Service of serial port 

receiving/transmitting and user can find it by UUID(Service has ‘read’ and ‘write’ two channels and user can 

operate these two channels to do data transmission). 
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Figure 5 Slave mode 

Note: User doesn’t need to care about protocol of modules if user connect WH-BLE102 as master device to 

WH-BLE102 as salve device and this connection can realize data transparent transmission between two devices’ 

serial port. 

2.1.3. Broadcast mode 

WH-BLE102 supports broadcast mode and module can realize one-to-many broadcast in this mode. User can send 

related AT commands to configure module’s broadcast data and module can broadcast in low-power mode. In 

broadcast mode, module can only work as transmitting side and user can contact our technical support engineer 

for firmware customization if user wants to make module work as both transmitting side and receiving side 

simultaneously. 

 

Figure 6 Broadcast mode 

2.1.4. Mesh networking mode 

WH-BLE102 supports mesh networking mode which can add multiple modules into network. By star network and 

relay technology, each network can connect over 65000 nodes. Network can also connect to other networks, so 

plenty of BLE modules can connect each other through mobile, PAD or PC without gateway(If one device breaks 

down, this device will be passed and choose the nearest device to transmit). Whole networking process only needs 

to power on and set communication password. 

 

Figure 7 Mesh networking mode 
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Note: Mesh networking mode has certain limitations. Because module needs to continually switch mode during 

transmission, transmitted data will be restricted less than 20 bytes every time and transmission speed will have a 

few seconds delay. Mesh networking mode is similar to UDP method, it can’t ensure data be transmitted to target 

module. 

2.2. Serial package 

WH-BLE102 serial port can receive at most 512 bytes data packet once. Module will automatically package data 

and send data packet after packaging according to size of data(According to standard, every wireless data packet at 

most 20 bytes). Data packet from mobile device to module must package(1-20 bytes every packet) and send, 

Module will transmit these data packets to serial side in sequence after receiving them. 

 

There are two package mechanisms within the module, one is 20 bytes every packet(standard) and another is 100 

bytes every packet(100 bytes every packet can only applied in using both our company modules do one master to 

one slave data transmission and please adopt 20 bytes every packet method when you use APP to communicate 

slave). Default package mechanism is 20 bytes every packet.  

2.3. iBeacon protocol 

WH-BLE102 supports iBeacon protocol which can transmit individual ID to surrounding by BLE broadcast 

technology and application software will take some actions after receiving ID. 

 

iBeacon protocol has four parameters: UUID, Major, Minor, TX power. 

� UUID: ID to distinguish your beacon to others’ beacon. For example, multiple beacons belong to same group 

to provide specific services for customer in the shop, therefore these beacons in same group will be 

distributed same UUID.  

� Major: To identify correlative beacons to a group. For example, all beacons in a same shop will be distributed 

same Major number. By this way, application software can know customer in which shop. 

� Minor: To identify a specific beacon device. For example, every beacon in the shop has a unique Minor 

number and you can know the location of customer in the shop. 

� TX power: To ascertain the distance between user and beacon(Its measured RSSI which has one meter 

distance to device). If user knows RSSI of one meter distance and current RSSI(Current RSSI can be acquired 

from received data), current distance can be calculated. 

2.4. Low-power mode 

WH-BLE102 supports three low-power modes: 

� Automatic sleep mode: This mode needs user to send related AT command to configure time of entering sleep 

mode. When time of no connection and no serial data over set time, module will enter sleep mode 

automatically. In this mode, BLE broadcast is normal and can establish connection, module can also be waken 

up by serial data. 

� Deep sleep mode: User needs to send related AT command to enter this mode. After entering this mode, 

module can broadcast and establish connection. There are two waking up ways, one is establishing 

connection and another is waking up by wake_up pin. Power consumption of this mode can arrive about 

200uA and most of slave mode devices work in deep sleep mode. 

� Hibernate mode: User needs to send related AT command to enter this mode and all peripheral devices of 
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module won’t work in this mode. Power consumption of this mode can arrive about 500nA and user can 

wake up module from this mode by wake_up pin. 

 

Note: Low-power mode only work when module works in slave mode or broadcast mode. When module works in 

master mode, user can make module stop running if module doesn’t work. 

2.5. Password matching 

To ensure security, WH-BLE102 provides password matching function and user needs to send related AT 

command to enable function. After enabling this function, when user searches the module and tried to establish 

connection, user needs to write six bytes password through ‘Write’ channel of transparent transmission ‘Service’ 

within ten seconds firstly and then to keep connection and transmit data. Writing wrong password or writing 

password overtime will both disconnect to BLE102. And if user connects our company master device to our 

company slave device, user only needs to send six bytes password by serial port of master device to keep 

connection and transmit data after establishing connection. 

2.6. Data transmission encryption 

To ensure security of data transmission, WH-BLE102 provides data transmission encryption function and user can 

send related AT command to enable function. After enabling function, serial data will be PC1 encrypted by written 

password and received module only has same password can decode data correctly. 

 

Data transmission encryption function adopts standard PC1 encryption and user can contact our technical support 

engineer for encryption word to develop own APP.   

 

Figure 8 Data transmission encryption 

2.7. Reconnecting function 

To ensure stability of module connection and prevent abnormal phenomena to disconnect connection, 

WH-BLE102 provides reconnecting function and user can send related AT command to enable function. When 

abnormal phenomena lead to disconnection between modules and then working environment recover after 

abnormal phenomena disappearing, module in master mode will search module in salve mode automatically and 

reconnect automatically after searching successfully. 
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3. AT command mode 

3.1. Serial AT command mode 

In work mode, user can enter AT command mode and send AT commands to module to configure the module. For 

entering AT command mode, please refer to this FAQ: 

https://www.usriot.com/support/faq/enter-serial-command-mode.html. 

3.2. Transparent transmission AT command mode 

WH-BLE102 supports transparent transmission AT command mode. In this mode, user can configure module 

though APP on mobile phone or other module which is connecting to module. User only needs to add six bytes 

password before AT command during data transparent transmission. Fox example, password is 000000 and user 

wants to query firmware version, so user can send: 000000,AT+CIVER? and carriage return. 
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5. RF warning statement:

The device has been evaluated to meet general RF exposure requirement. The device can be used in portable

exposure condition without restriction. 

4. FCC STATEMENT :

This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) This device 
may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference 
that may cause undesired operation.
Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user's 
authority to operate the equipment.

FCC Radiation Exposure Statement
This modular complies with FCC RF radiation exposure limits set forth for an uncontrolled environment. This 
transmitter must not be co-located or operating in conjunction with any other antenna or transmitter. 

If the FCC identification number is not visible when the module is installed inside another device, then the outside of 
the device into which the module is installed must also display a label referring to the enclosed module. This exterior 
label can use wording such as the following: “Contains Transmitter Module FCC ID: 2AQUW-BLE102 Or Contains 
FCC ID: 2AQUW-BLE102”.

When the module is installed inside another device, the user manual of the host must contain below warning 
statements;
1. This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
(1) This device may not cause harmful interference.
(2) This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.
2. Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user's 
authority to operate the equipment.
The devices must be installed and used in strict accordance with the manufacturer's instructions as described in the user 
documentation that comes with the product.
Any company of the host device which install this modular with limit modular approval should perform the test of 
radiated emissionand spurious emission according to FCC part 15C : 15.247 and 15.209 requirement,Only if the test 
result comply with FCC part 15C : 15.247 and 15.209 requirement，then the host can be sold legally.
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6. Contact Us

Company: Shanghai wenheng electronic technology limited(Wholly-owned subsidiaries of USR group) 

Address: Floor 11, Building 1, No. 1166 Xinluo Street, Gaoxin District, Jinan, Shandong, 250101, China 

Web: www.usriot.com 

Support: h.usriot.com 

Email: sales@usr.cn 

Tel: 86-531-88826739/86-531-55507297 

7. Disclaimer

This document provides the information of WH-BLE102 products, it hasn’t been granted any intellectual property 

license by forbidding speak or other ways either explicitly or implicitly. Except the duty declared in sales terms 

and conditions, we don’t take any other responsibilities. We don’t warrant the products sales and use explicitly or 

implicitly, including particular purpose merchant-ability and marketability, the tort liability of any other patent 

right, copyright, intellectual property right. We may modify specification and description at any time without 

prior notice.   

8. Update History

2018-01-02  V1.0.2.01 established based on Chinese version V1.0.2. 

2018-06-14  V1.0.2.02 updated. 

2018-08-03  V1.0.3.1  Low power mode- consumption reduce to 200mA 




